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GUIDANCE FOR IDENTIF=ICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE NATURE

AND EXTENT OF POLLUTION FROM SALT WATER INTRUSION

INTRODUCTION

Section 3041e) of the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act as Amended 86 Statute 816; 33 U.S.C. 1314 {1972)

provides that:
"The Administrator (of EPA) .. shall issue.- . -.wi- thin = one

year after the effective date of this 'subsection (and

. from time to time thereaZtery infoimation including% (1)
fo

guidelines for identifying and evaluating the nature

and extent of non-point sources of pollutants, and (2)

processes, procedures, and methods to control po 1-1u_ion

resulting from -...

(E) salt water \intrusion resulting from reductions= -c''

fresh water flow from any cause,= including extractiL

-of- ground- water,- irrigation4, iobstruction, _and



This document has been prepared -by-the-United States
Environmental Protectir Agency in res se to the

-requirements of Section 304-(e) (1) (E) of the Act.

The following sections contain informational guideline,s
for identiying and evaluating the nature aild extent of

pollutioh from salt water intrusion. The circuinstances

surrounding local salt water intrusion problems vary widely
and a : :uniform= cook book approach to problem identification
and evalliation is not possible. Accordingly, this guidance
is not intended to provide a step-by-step, procedure for
field reconnaissance or sampling techniques. Knowledge of

the existence and delineation =of the spatial distribution of
waters contaminated by salt water intrusion.will serve

little- _useful ,piirpose- by- itself._ If -salt Water intrusion is=
to -effective-Iy _controlled : it -Must be understood

in= the =Contekt f the causal *factors= -within-= tho_

drainage- tbasin-. The intent of these information4
=guidelines= is to =pro-vide- =a= basic -frameworkfor _assesinent of

-Salt =water- intrusion problems and their relationship to =the-

total =hydrologic- =system,: and to _aidE State authorities in
-de.feloping: areawide _waste- treatment -management plans= in

accordance= vith, the :provisicmiNf -Section. 208-of the-7Fe-de-cal

=Water ittillutionontrol Act sag- -Mended.
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guSES OF SALT WATE1LINTRUSION

Salt water intrusion ... surface.or ground

miter 14 a -complex- _situation -cOntroired- by the geologic and_

hydrologic- characteristics of thaiea. Natural Water

Systeilis are -dynamic. They respond, in qtrality and: quantity
.

to natural phenomena and to manIs activities such as changes

in land use, stream channel linings, and consumptive
withdrawal. Identification and evaluation of the riature and-

extent of salt water intrusion begins with "an understanding
of the general mechanisms by which intrusion occurs.

Sea -Wat 1140_0:0 12,14:L1= Coastal gui=fèrs=

Undir natural condition 0̂ fresh ground' water in coastal

aquifers is discharged int o-the ocean= at or seaward- of the

coastline. A balance or equilibrium tends ' -tot become

establiShed= between: the- fresh= =ground= :water =and. the Salt

water pressing in from the sea. Where coastal aquifers are

oVerpUmpecr, low_ere_dt by -natural -drainage,_ -Or -natural redharge

is impede-by= construction or other activitieNS-, the groUnd

wat-er IeVel,, =whether =Water table_ in= ,unconfine-di-aquilferS! r
=-0.-e-tometric 'surface- irt -confined: -aquifer_s, is: lowered= therby-,

3=
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redUcing- the fresh water flow tc; th4 ocean. -The interface

between the fresh and "saline water has a parabolic form with

the saline water tending: to underride the less dense fresh
z

water. The reversal or redudstion of fresh water flow alloWs

the heavier saline water t6 -move -intomove into areas where only fresh

water previously existed. Thus, even with a seaward

pressure gradient, sea water can advance inland. Because of

the high salt con4-ent of sea water, as little as two =pexcent
of it = mixed= with fresh ground water can make that portion of

the aquifer unusable in relation to the U.S. Public .-Health
Service drinking water standard for total dissolved solids.

,

only a smalll = amount of intrusion can haye = serious

implications regarding- the future use of an= aquifer as a

water supply source.

Upstream Encroachment of -geaWatri,

-The interaction- =of river flow- -and. tida-1 currents:

-re-slats in- a- net -upstream-moveMent of -se/a-water --along= -the-
T

brIttom- -With- fresh-- -water- overriding= -this= w-edge- -in- ,& seaward

direction =. Tie =posit-ion Of the- _interface, -between= -the: fresh=

water and the sea wat'er is dependent on channel geometry,

river discharge, d high tide height. A 6hange in any of

I



these parameters will cause the =salt watertfresh.'water
interface to migrate. The most common causes of upstream

encroachment of sea water are deepening of navigation

channels, construction of sea level canals, and reduction of
stream flow. Reduction of stream flow -or deepening of

channels results in landward= migration of the, sea water

wedge while increased streAm flow results in a 'seaward

.Migration. Sea Water encroachment can ccintaminate both

surface =and subsurface water supplies, render fish and

wildlife = habitats =unsuitable tar native popdlations., and

through _increased corrosion shorten the life expectancy of

engineering =- structures.

Intrusion Inland Aquifers

=Large- =quantities_ -of -saline- =-water exist under.--diver=se

geologic and: -hydrolo-gic- environments- the- -United` States.
tiMost :of =the- stslations=largest sources -of fresh: graind water

are in= Close iprokimity to natural ibo-dieS= -Of =sa=line -- ground=

-Water. Interaquifer trantfer.rof -salin-e =waters= =results= f_ )11-F

two taske= .10ne inVolves_ the --upward: -MigratiOn= of,

saline. -waters Into 'fresh- -water saquifers..as result -of Itian-

iiiiducd-d. :changes- in-. -the- -hydrOlogio- :pressure -regime._ =The-



other involveci the direct transfer of saline waters

vertically through wells or other penetratiOns. Because of

the relatively slow movement of ground water, any saline

water intrusion May produce detrimental effects on ground

water quality that could persist for months or years after

the intrusion has ceased.

=EXTENT' 131!:- POLLCITIOgs =FROM =-SALT -- =WATER= INTRUSION=

salt water intrusion problems are ubiquitous in coastal

areas and surprisingly widespread in inland areas. On the

highly populated Atlantic Coast, between Massachusetts and

Florida-, each of the States has reported praplems with sea

water intrusion. The seriousness of the problem is usually

dependent on the intensity of urban and industrial

development with its attendant withdrawal and non-return of

water.

On the West Coast, California has had many problems

with sea water intrusion and has spent =considerable= =effort

trying to solve or ameliorate the problem. Approximately

two tiiirds of =the conterminous United States are' underl=ain=

by saline waters containing more than 1,000 mg/1 dissolved



solids, and the problem of salt water intrusion in inland
aquifers can be the same _as in coastal areas. Only eight of

the fifty States do not report significant salt water
intrusion problems.

IDENTIFICATION OF POLLUTION =FROM SALT MATER INTRUSION

Most intrusion of salt water into fresh ',titer can be
ascribed to one of three primary mechanisms: the reversal or

Teduction of fresh water discharge which allows the heaviee

saline water =to move into an= area where *only fresh water =

previously existed; the accidental or inadvertant
-deStr-uction--of-riaturil =barriers=-_that formerly- -separated=

bodies of fresh and= saline waters; or the accidental or

inadvertant results of the disposal of was:ce saline water.

major -elements in an assessment =of the occurrence and

extent of salt water intrusion should include:

spatial delineation of primary a ifers and
_ streams,

2. analysis of =h=istorical water quality = (salinity)=

data= =for suspect areas, to ostablish trends,'

7:



3. establishment of a salinity monitoring network for
surface and ground water,

monitoring the location of the fresh water/salt
water interface,

5. basin wide hydrogeologic investigations where

sal=ine intrusion occurs to identify causal
factors.

Prime areas for consideratiOn should include rapidly

developing coastal areas where demands for fresh water

result in=- a= =reduction or reversal of flow gradient; and

-areas=:of -c-oastat wateroiay =di -elitbaliment idonStruCti-dzi-, -Or

deepening= -of _navigation_schanbels_wherg: -natural barrierS= to-

:Salt water -flow -may:be bre-ache-dz., =Another- 'example of

breadhing -of confining- :strata= is= =encountered= in dr 11 ng:

operations, especially in oil producing areas where salt
water- -may =move- -gre-at distan-ces: alTon =broken: -or d--corrode -wen
casings_ -or improperly _abaridonded:Wella.-= 1410t to==be-

overlooked as a source of pollution is any operation that
disposes of =waste saline waters, whether disposal is

directly to surface streams or to the ground water through
evaporation pits or other methods.

ti

=8'



In other than .oil producing areas salt water intrusion
is seldom the direct result 'pf waste disposal. More often

it is the natural adjustment \of- the hydrologic system to the
many stresses-placed upon it. \ Fundamental to an evaluation

of the extent of salt water intrusion isr the nee& for
comprehensive hydrogeological investigations of the surface
and subsurfaOe water systems. Identification and evaluation'
of the extent of salt water intfusion should be an integral
part of each States water quality monitoring program

required under section 106.(e) (1) of the Act, with salinity
one of the parameters routinely monitorea,throughout the

water quality network.

-initial: -step- =evaluatiom rof the= inature- -arid=

=extent =of -salt water intrusion: _prncipar-aquifers;iiditit be

spatially defined, and historical water -quality records, for
surface: and -ground -Waters- Should. be -colIectedi:ari&

=contour rnaps- =of =salt concentration-. compiled-- =In=

natural or base line conditions can be established and the
location of the salt water/fresh water interface,. c4n be

displayed in relation to= the water requirements of the
hydrologic basifl =Updating of such maps from current

monitoring : :dat4= 'provides a rapid indication =f the advances\

9



or retreat of the salt water wedge. Under normal conditions

monitoring points should be measured for salinity (or total'
dissolved solids) or checked for electrical conductivity at
one to two month intervals-. More frequent measurements may

be warranted if encroachment is in the proxi:mity of major
water supply sources.

it4Ot salt =water ihtrusion= :problems -will =be-en-Countered:

`heavily -coastal areas. In=many ea-set= ektentive-

-Water -qUality moniteririg- pregrams ,haire- teed in effedt
and :will =prcrid-e' =most -or -all -Of the- =waiter -quality =-data---:

-require& for determining= the -preterit =extent Of =salt -water

intrusion= th-at _area, -Salinity Emea-sttr-eme-nts= of both-,

=surfaCe= -an& -gro_undi-watert= shoul&b-e- an integral part-of the

Stateus,water :quality- =monitoring= :program, and form- the- -basic-
,

-data- -input for =continuous= evaluation---of =extent of -salt
vat

Ail inventory of existing= = monitoring points for =both

surface\ and ground waters which may be used in determinin

the tali ity of streams and principal aquifers should be'
undertaken by eachState, and additional Monitoring stations
installed as part of the State' s water quality monitoring



4.

network where necessary for adequate spatial coverage. In

situ measurement of electrical conductivity : -can= provide an

indication of salt content in surface and ground waters
without collecting water samples for laboratciry analysis.

Sampling information for each surface or subsurface

monitoring s,tation should include:

1. location by latitude, longitude and elevation,
2. stream or aquifer identification end date,
3. depth Or depths of samples,
lj, stream--

5=. -teMperature_i_

=conductivity,_ -TDS_,_ -or -chleiride=c_Oncentration,,

-T. -depth= to water table.

=where a= rise in-electrical -conductivity -is noted-,,

-saMpleS= -Should' 'be analyze& for increased= =salinity.

.:7 Automati=c -recording= -devices: can =be- installed_ for -continuous=

-electrical -conductivity =monitoring, nd should= :be

incorporated-, in the :State-us, water quality monitoring

-network-. 'Any: =water samples that- are taken= tem laboratory

=analysis- =Should= :be- _Secured: -and= =preserved' -acocirding- to

r



standard methods as described in Methods for Egaminatican of

Water and Wastes, (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

1971).

Where salt water intrusion in either surface or ground
7

water is suspected or know to exist, -a' comprehensive

hydrogeological investigation should be designed to provide

requisite information for planning and control programs:.

'The type of information that may be require could include:

1. the geologic structure Of the surface and ground

water basins and their boundaries;

2. the nature and hydraulic characteristics of the

subsurface ,fornations including:

rock type

b. degree arid type -of porosity

c. permeability

d. reservoir pressure

e. degree of hydraulic continuity with surface

waters.



3. surface' water and round water levels, and

fluctuations.

4. surface water ,and ground- water qualitY,

particularly natural- chlorides content;

-54 _sources,_ locations amounts,-

snatural -recharge;

6. locations, amounts, and lity óf ar
recharge;

- 7. locations -and of ractions.

historical informatiOn-of this -type- is, -generally-
,

available," to, -soriie- :degree-, in: ,publ[ished, form, _frotv :Federal,:

Stateeand--lOcal =agencies" that -ars "concerned:==with-water

resources. =Additional. inforMatin -Of -this" typie-can--be-
r

derived'from a variety of investigative techniques including
but :not l=imited

geologic reconnaissance,

1. Ij



2. geophysical surveys,
3. examination of well logs,
it. test holes,
5. well pumping tetts/
6. measurement of surface and ground

water levels,
7. chemical analysis -of samples of surface

and-ground waters,

analysis -of _precipitation-, _and, rtinoff records_.-

-Techniques :for- preactingf the: location=_ rant extent =of-

-salt water intrusion= mainly rely-on---mathematidal -=analysis: =of-

aquifer and -stream= Parameters-, =and= -tidal icharacteriitics.

The level of ;sophistiCation= -and= predictive- ability

analytical techniques= --variet- -ffom-simple: =extrapolation- of

-the= t-ime -of =arrival -Of the- ,sialti=_watertfresh,':water inter-fade=

at ,successive, =observation-, wells- to_ =highly-complex_ =numerical

models -of the-entire- -hydrologic -=system-. Discussion= =_of: the=

application of these techniques- -is,/beyond the scope of this
-t

-report but -selected-, referendie,_to/letailede-explanationS, are
inkdded-= ,at thee_en-d-= -of this= section-.-



-The= areal extent and depth of detail of the

investiojations will vary With the extent of the water =basin-

': or aquifer that has been or may be affected-,_ and the present

=and: prospective Uses of the water resources:. The:

investigations should be designed to define the -Water budget

of the basin or aquifer in sufficient detail to allot,/

_piedidtion- -of the volumes and: :rates- of. =surface and -ground

-Water flow necessary to-arreet, and reverse the -Salt -water

=advance._ iSuch _information= will be an integral :part of the

-data= base used In= basin wide water use :planning:, :managements,

and -=pollution= :control prOgrams4_

:=THE:---EFF :i_amikLATRALTkpnow

As= :surface= _and; -ground: =waters= :are_ -integral_ :parts: -of the

=satire =hydrologic -whole, -chinget in -the- =Salinity- _COncentration:
k

of one will most likely :;affect the =salinity- -concentration ,-of
I

the other. If the objective of a salt -water intrusion=

=contiO1 program: is: to: maintain :zero= increase in the -salinity

=of fieSh-water xesources=e, this :objective: j.

-attainable, :especially in areas -of ligh-vater= u NO-i- is it

possible to -define -a= =single =optimal_ -Or tolerable =Salinity-

=Concentration= for illfreshvatersn:-._ =T'hese= -cbridenttatione are

255
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dependent on the-use that is to be made of the water. Water
devoid of dissolved materials is intolerable in nature

because pure water will not support life. Natural waters

contain endless varieties of dissolved materials in

condentrationp that.differ widely from one locality to

another as mell as from time to time. The chlorides,

sulfates, carbonates, and bicarbonates of sodium, potassium,

calcium, and =ma= gnesium:are=generally= the most common salts

present. Different organisms vary in their optimum .salinity

requirements as well as in their ability to live= and= thrive
. -

under variations from the optimum.

Any evaluation of the potential effects Of salt water

intrusion must be performed in the context of its effect on

the total dissolved solids of the receiving Water and the

water use requirements.

Optimal and tolerable= salinity 'concentrations will be

different =for such uses 'as: public water supplies,_ and

wildlife production, and agricultural uses. Waters with

less than about? 500 mg/1 total dissolved solids are

generally considered suitable for domestic purposes, while

wates r =with, greater' -than- about 5_,:000-,mg/1 -TDS -generally -are-

26"



unsuitable _for irrigation purposes. Maximum salinity
NA,

concentrations for livestock consumption vary from less than
.

3,000 mg/1 TOS fox c-iultry to- as much as 12,600 mg/1 TDS for

sheep. A more detailed analysis of salinity requirements

for various water uses is contained in Water Quality

Criteria, (U.S. EnvironMental Protection Agency?, 1972) .

E'Valuations of the nature, rextent and- :effects= of salt

swater intrusion -=may- vary froiw =siMple ;plots= of -*water -qtality-

that indicate- the cio-Sitzion =of the :Salt -water /fresh -water

-inter efadt-O-sophiStioatedz -Matgeqatital :models of the entire

ace' and= :ground' .Water. :basin. Zilch= =models= can- e -use& to
_

predict the-- responSe 'Of the --salinity zcondentration=

various types of stresses. at any point in the system and

allow for long-range basin planning and 'comprehensive

intrusion control programs. The degree sophistication of

analysis required will. vary in =proportion to, the complexity-
_

of =the hydrologic system = =and-he water demands 'ior =the area.

Regardless of the level of analysis involved the objective

of =the dater quality monitoring and_ hydrogeologic

investigations shOuld .always be to= relate salt- watcver

intrusion- to= its- =causal factors=._ -Only- in= -this- =,way=aah: _water

=use- planning= =be -accomplished in, :a: =Manner that Will =Maintain,

17



the hydrologic balancea necessary to control salt water
intrusion.
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PROCESSES E13042MLANAMMIZE_M-QNTROI, gi_POWLIN
FROt.faktiSTER INTRUSION

INTRODUCTION

This information .has- been- _prepared= =by the United-States
SnVironmerital I:!rotection _Agen-cy in- respOnse- tb- -the-

requitemente- of _SeCtion= 3041e)A2)44 of the Tederal --Water

Pollution =Control Act -as= :Mende& =86. Statute- .8164 -33==

1314' i(1 =97-2)=; !Discussed= !herein- are .processes=,_ = procedures,
and - methods- for -control' of - pollution from =salt water /

--intrusion. The- vurpose -of this- information= is: -to= ifroVide_
basic= -fraMeWOrk! for assessment of :salt- -water intruSion=--
prciblems!_anci_ their relation- to the= total !=hydrbIogic- =system-6:
and to= aid: _State- _author-it-lei= in developing =salt_ :slater
lintru-sion= ,s_urveillance =and= =control ;programs= _in= -aecordance=

th= the- =pro:vision-Er-of the- Act.__ -The -treatment of the-'topic-
-.hot intended, to- =be -coinprehensive or exhaustive, =since=

this -would!! take _Many VoiuMes._ Rather-, the= _intent -it= to_ tle
-at! _concise _as= -possible, addressing those aspects -felt to -be-
most iMportant, .with liberal- use of*:selectedz re ferenceS- for
more- detailect expIanations._ ekpansion -and=

2



,.

detailed treatment of selected aspects of salt water

intrusion control will be accomplished under the provisions,

of the Act that require periodic updating of such

information.

21'
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isagE-MJAIAVLjkW_aMPOON_

The quality of water refers to its chemical, Physical,
and biological characteristics. All naturally occurring
waters contain dissolved mineral 'Constituents, all possess
characteristics such as temperature, taste, and odor, and
some contain organisms such as bacteria. The natural
quality of water depends .upon its environment, movement, and
source. For the purposes of this report, pollution is
defined as the man-induced degratiazicm of the natural
quality of water. The particular use to which water can be
placed depends, of Scours, upon its quality. However,- the-
various criteria defining the suitability of a water for
municipal, industrial orj' agricultural use are not considered
in describing pollution. Instead, the measure of rolluti .

is a detrimental change in the given' natural quality.of
water. This may= take ,the form, :f(r example! =Of an increase
in chloride content, :of:a=:rise= i temperature, or of the
addition of E. coli bacteria.
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11ydroceoloqica Investigations

A fundamental concept applicable to almost all water

pollution control situations and inherent in all of the
processes, procedures, and methods for control of salt water
intrusion discussed in this report is the need fOr
comprehensive hydrogeological investigations before initia-
ting control kocedureS. The geologic and hydrologic

environment of each water resource system is unique. Ground

mater isySteins- -a-re- far inbre- -complex _an& _slower reacting_ than=

-surface =water -systems._

Water resource systems are dynamic in nature. Surface

and ground ter resources are integral parts of the same
hydrogeological whole. ?They respond both in quantity and

quality to natural phenomena and to man Is activities

including changes in land use, stream channel lining, nd-

artificial recharge. Quality changes result from a variety
of causes of which waste discharge is only one.

Developed- ground, water Systems ate subject to =both=

seasona =l rch-ariges_ and= ziong; term= -trends'. In- the case of =salt

--water intrusion=, =pollution= zmay-not te- the- _reitilt =of waste'



discharge but rather the natural sponse of the hydrologic
system to the various stresses placed upon it. Because,:of_.

the dynamic nature of water resource systems, the historic

behavior of the systems involved must be studied as well as
future= responses to ,anticipated changes in mants influences.

The longer the period and the more extensive the available

records, the better -will_ -be- the =evaluation of the system.

For stressed systems -,,,- continding: data- collection-_

VetiOdit reetraluatiOnS:-are-ess_ential fdi the--eventifal
eliMination, of poIlutiOn-. :Regardless= of the leVel of

sophistication of analysis required the'objective of the
hydrologic investigations should always be to relate salt
water intrusion to its causal factors.



es

SEA WATER INTRUSION liLMSZAL'ALAQUIFERS=

Scope' of the Problem

Under natural conditions fresh ground water in coastal

aquifers i4.discharged into the ocean at or seaward of the

coastline. If, howevei, demands by man for ground water

become sufficiently large, the seaward flow of ground Water

is decreased or even reversed. This allows the sea waier to

advance inland - within=the°aquifers= thereby producing dea

water intrusion.

'Ibis Section briefly describes the hist,3ry of sea water

intrusion; = occurrence of such intrusion in the United

states, and the environmental consequences, causal factors,

and movement of sea water_ °in= = the underground. Thereafter,

control Ifiethods and monitoring procedures are presented,

together With references to sources Of additional

information.

Emphasis in this section is on dontrol of the lateral

movement of sea water underground. Control of vertical flow

niechanisms cauSing intrusion are presented subsequently.
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H_StOra

Sea water intrusion developed as costal population

centers -over- developed local ground=water resource to meet

their water supply needs. The earliest published /reports,

dating from mid-19th century in England, describe,' increasing

salinity of .well waters in London and L,iverpool.! As the

number of localities experiencing intrusion has 'grown

steadily with time, so has recognition= of the p oblem.

Today, sea water intrusion exists on all continents as well

as on many oceaniC

:=More- than, -70= yeartz-,ago= two=-EurOp_ean, investigatOrt; found=

that saline water occurred, underground near the coast at a

depth of about 4-0= times the height of freish water a\bove sea

level. This distribution, known as the,ohyben-lierzberg

relation after its discovers, is related to the hydrostatic

equilibrium existing between the two fluids of different"

densities. Although coastal intrusion= is a hydrodynamic

rather than a hydrostatic situation, the relation is a good

first 'approximation to the sea water depth for early

horizontal flow conditions. Where head differe ces in

r.



two- fluids exist, refinements in the relation. (Luscynski and
Swarzenski, 1966) give improv*1 results.

Intrusion in the United States--r--

Almodt all of the- coastal- -states of the -United' States_

-have- -some_ -coastal- agOifers- =polluted= -by thee. intrusion- -of sea

=Water._ Florida IsT:the-,most-Seri-ausiTraItiAe& = state,-
ri

followed ly==California-,_ -Texas,: _lieW; YOrk,, -and=

Th-e ',Florida= = problem= =stems- from= -a= rcambination: :Of

permeable IimeistenieNaguifers! =a lengthy -cOastline-,_ _ancl the=

=desike= of ;people- to live- -near- the ::pleaisant -coastal tea-Ches.=

Intrusion teen= identified= _in- 2S specific locations=

1,95-3y.- =SOme- 18= = municipal -water supplies: =haVe---been-=

adversely =affectedz -sinde- In= the- -area= intrUsitin::,

=has= long: =been- =-a= -iptoble-M=-ancl was= -seriously -augMentecl :by

Interior -drainage- -canals= --whidh-= IoWered- the --water- table -and;

peimitted- -sea -water to-advande inland- by tidal action.

In= =California , -the, large- .urban= --areas= -c-onderitrated= in=

-the =cdaStai _z-on-e- =have cautied- -sea-, vater_ intrusion --in- 12-

1-OcaIitieS;= seven -others= _are threatened-, and 15- =others= are-



regarded -as -potential -sites -(California-Department Of Water

-Resources,_ 1958) . Mo St =of the 'affected =areas contain=

confined aguifers,_ and- salinity- indreases -can be traced to

the lateral Movement _of -sea 'water- induced_by -overpumping_.

Major- programs to control intrution -have -been: iMplemented, in

Southern_ California. In- Texas,- intrusion is :Occurring in-

the- Galveston,- Texas City-,- HoustOn,_ -and' Beaumont-Port _Arthu

areas ancl-atotind= ` Saline=water is- =movinT -up

-dip---fro-M_ the =Gulf -Of rt4-exido: in= the- -confined: =COastal

=sediMents.- -The= -problem: in: :New: York is- -centered= =around-, the-

periphery sof the- !heavily- pumped= -Vestern- ;half =of tong; Island.-

The- :basalt -agUillers- =of :Honolulu:or =Hawaii -lave =been-
.

extensively- intruded: il)y: =ea-ivater =due: to continued -overdraft

oOnditions.

Environmental Consequences

-Because-of Ehigh:-salt -content,: as little- _as: -two-
! .

perCent of sea- Water -thiXect -with: fresh: grouncl water- -can

that portion: of the- _agUifer- =unusable- in-. terms: -of the-AL:S.

Service :drinking -water :standard: for.-total

diodOlVectisoli'ds: Thus-, =only_ =a. amount -of intrusion



can seriously threaten the continued use of an aquifer as a
water supply source.

Once invaded :by -Sea -Water, an _aquifer may remain

polluted or -dedadeS. _Even with -application_.:of various

control -Mechanisms_, the -riorical -mov_ement of ground water

precludes any rapid displacement of the sea water by fresh
water. Prolonged abandonment or restricted =uSe of the

_=under-ground- reso_Urce--May,-,be

=Causal__ Faoters,

Altual -catt-se-of -sea-water intrusion= 1i.n coastal

aquifers = is -over-pumping. PIIMping, lowers : the =gi-o-und- water

The :effect is -depression= =of- the grOUn-&-water table

in -Un-Cori-fitie-d; aquifers- _Or alterations: of -the- ,pietOMetric-

-s_urface in-= confined' aqulfers. =Either -event =will reduce- the

< fresh water flow= to the ocean. Thus, e3-/en: %with - _a :-seaward

-gradient, =sea- -water- can' -advance inland-._ If ;pumping -i-s=

sufficiently great to reverse the gradient oceanward, fresh
water movement ceases and =sea water may invade the entire

aqUifer-
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In flat, coastal areas, drainage channels or canals can
cause intrusion, -in -two lays.. One is the reduction in water
table elevation, and its associated decrease in underground

-fresh water il.ow4 The other is tidal action. If the
,= channels are open =to the ocean, tidal action can carry sea

water long distances inland through the channels, where it I

may infiltrate and form fingers of saline water adjoining,
the channels.

In most oceanic islands fresh water forms a tens=

overlying= =sea= water. If a well =within the fresh= water by
is pumped at too high a rate, the underlying sea water will
rise and pollute the well. Wells -can = -also serve as. means

vertical access; sea water in one aquifer may move into a
fresh= water aquifer lying= =above or below \the saline_ zone.

utant -Movement

=The -interface =between= =Underground: -fresh- _and: :Saline--

Vatekt,,ihas= a== Varabolic -te)m.= The :saltwater tends-=

Underride: =the less-Aense= fresh: Agater._ =Under requilibriuM-

=conditions-,_ the= -sea ,-water /fresh ==water interface

essentially =stationary: while 'the treSh= =water flows= seaward'._

30
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The length of the intruded wedge of sea water varies

inversely with the magnitude of the fresh Water head. Thus,

'a reduction of fresh water head is sufficient' to cause
-intrusion; reversed- flow is not required.

tecause-sea water- intrusionlrepresents displacement of

miscible liquids in porous media,_diffusion and hydrodynamic

dispersion tend to mix the two fluids. The idealized

interfatial surface becomes- -a transition= zone. -The

thickness of the zone is highly variable; steady flows
minimize the thickness, but nonsteady influences such as

pumpf.ngl, reCharge, and tides increase the thickness.

Measured thicknesses of transition zones range from a few

feet tfhdeveloped sandy aquifers to hundreds of feet in

=ove=rpuMped= =basalt aquifers-.

Flow= within the transition .zone varies from that. of =the

fresh =water body at the upper Surface to near-zero at the

lower surface. The moyement in the transition zone

transports salt to the ocean. Continuity considerations

suggest that the salt discharge must come from the

underlying sea water dispersing upward into the zone. It
follows that tfiere must be a landward sea water flow as



sketched in Figure 1. This. circulation has been verified by

a field investigation at Miami., Florida (cooper, et al,

1964)

GROUND SURFACE

4011111INIIII =111 11 _,

SEA

3WATER TABLE

OMINIMNO 011=111M

4
FRESH WATER=

-TRANSITION ZONE

14
SAL_ T-WATER

1-11. al° 416

Figure 1. Schematic vertical cross 'section showing
fresh water and sea water circulations with a
transition zone.

sintrol-Methods

A variety of methods have been proposed =0r utilized to

control sea water intrusion.

Control =of__ -Puspitiv Pattern's If :pumping =from =a- -coastal

-ground= -water basin= is reduced- -or relocated, =ground'

-water levels -can= _be fcaused= _to rise -.- With= -an- increase&



seaward hydraulic gradient, a partial recovery froM Sea

water intrusion can be expected. Figure 2 illustrates

the effect of moving pumpingwells inland in a coastal

confined,aquifer.

PUMPING WELLS GROUND SURFACE

PIEZOMETRIC

OCEAN=

-AQUIFER=

-SALT-WATER WEDGE

(81)-

GROUND SURFACE

SALT - WATER WEDGE

(b)-

igure 2. Control of sea water intrusion in a confined
aquifer by shifting

=pumping wells from (a)
near the coast to (b) an inland= location
(Todd, 1959).

ifcal Recharcre Sea water intrusion can be controlled

by artificially recharging an intxuded aquifer by the

use of surface spreading areas or recharge wells. By



offsetting- potential overdrafts, water levels

gradients can be properly maintained. Spreading areas

are most suitable for recharging unconfined/ aquifers,

and recharge wells for confzi:ned aquifers.

Fresh Water1314ge Maintenance of a fresh iivater ridge in an

aquifer paralleling the coast can create a hydraulic

barrier which wil=l pievent the intrusion of seawater.

A line of surface spreading areas would be appropriate

for an unconfined aquifer, whereas a line of recharge

wells would be necessary for a confined aquifer. A

schematic cross section of the flow conditions within a

confined =aqui=fer is shown= in Figure 3. With a line of

recharge wells paralleling the-coast, the ridge.would

consist of a series of peaks and saddles in the

piezometric surface. The required elevation of the.

saddles above sea level will govern the well spacing

and recharge rates required. The ridge should be

llcated inland of-a saline front so as to avoid

displacing the sea water farther inland. This control

method has the advantage of not restricting the usable-

ground:water storage capacity. The disadvantages are



high- installation and- operational coat and- the- need-_ for

supplemental water which- may be lost to the- sea._

re- 3= Control of sea water intrusion by a line
of recharge wells `to create a pressure
ridge paralleling \the coast (Todd,
1959) .

k

Injection wells have been extensivelv'and successfully

employed alone! the= Southern California coast. A_ -new= -

project underway in Orange County, California, will

inject. a combination of reclaimed wastewaters and

desalted sea water (Cofer, 1972) . Details of well

construction are =available in a report on the Los

Angeles West Coast Basin barrier (McIlwain et al,

1970).
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Extraction Barrier Reversing the ridge method, a line of
wells may be constructed adjacent to and paralleling

the coast and pumped to form a trough in the ground-

water level. Gradients can be created to limit- sea-

water intrusion to a stationary wedge inland of the
trough, such as illustrated in Figure 4 for a coined
aquifer. This method reduces the usable storage

capacity of the basin, is expensive, and wastes the
mixture of sea -ánd= fresh waters pumped from the trough.

The -trough_ :MethOd, 'has_ =been= _successfully -tested= =at one-

location=_on= the :Southern California coast (California-

Department -of 'Water -Rescitrcet-,

PUMPING
WELL GROUND SURFACE

:OCEAN

PIEZOMETRIC

.SURFACE

-TROUGH UNE

SALT _ STAlL FRESHWATER=
WATER SALT=WATER

WEDGE

-Figure -4- Control of sea-water intrusion by-a_ lane
of punt-ping= -wens= vreatitig,a= -trough=
_paralleting- the= =coast =CrOddie, -1959y.
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Combination Injection - Extraction Barrier Using the last two

methods, a combination injection ridge and pumping

trough could be formed by two lines of wells along the

coast. Figure 5 shows a schematic cross section of the

method for a confined aquifer. Both extraction and

recharge rates would be somewhat reduced over those

required using either single method. The total number

of wells required, however, would be subbtantially

increased.

=SEA

77-111.!-WATER

GROUND
SURFACE

iSEA LEVEL

SURFACE _

FRESH
WATER

EXTRACTION_FIELD
IN BASIN

NeomoifFeR

Figure 5 =Control of sea =water intrusion by a'
combination injection-extraction bar rier
using parallel lines of Pumping and s

recharge wells (after California
Department of Water' Resources, 1966).



vio
subsurface Barrier By constructing an impeimeable

subsurface barrier through an aquifer and parallel to

the coast, sea water would be prevented from entering

the ground water basin. Figure 6 shows a sketch of

such a barrier in a confined aquifer. A barrier could

be built using sheet piling, puddled ,clay, emulsified

asphalt; c ent grout, bentonite, silica gel, calcium

aCrylate, 7r plastics. Leakage due to the corrosive

action of a ,water or to earthquakes would need to be

considere in a barrier design. The method would prove

most fea, ible in a narrow, shallow sinuous aquifer

connedting with a larger inland aquifer. Although

expensive, a barrier would permit full utilization of

ran_ aquifer.



EXTRACTION FIELD_
IN BASIN

SEA LEVEL.

PIEZOMETRIC
SURFACE.

Figure 6 Control of sea water intrusion by
construction. of an impermeable
subsurface barrier (after California
Department of Water -Resources, 1966) =.-

_Tite= =Gate__=Control :=Wherever -drainage- -Channels- -Carry -surplus-

waters= _front= inland atea-s_ Ito- the- =oCean-, there-

is =a- =danger =of -sea= -water pen-etrating= _inlandE=during-

periodt= of =high' tides-. If the- = channels ar =e as

=is-often= thel=ca-se,_ the= =sea=_ =water =May- immediately _inVade

the -adjoining: =shallow= aquifers. To =control

intrusion-,_ tide gates = shotil& be- instal-it'd= -at the-Ottlet_
\s,

=of -each= -Channel._ -Thete permit _drainage _water to:

be- discharge& to the-ocean= but prevent =sea-- =water -froth=

-advancing, inland. -This. =Control =method: baS: =operate&

-sucdessful-11- for- =many- years- -in- the =Miami,- _Florida=,_

39-
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Whatever the 'method- of sea water intrusio control
-adopted-, a= monitoring program- -will -be- a neceisar -part of
the liystem. Conditions both within and outside O the-

-intruded zone should-be measured. -Data -will be r fired -on-

ground- -water leVelit -and _chloride_ Concentration. -The

vertical =profile of-,-the: transition-, -zone-.=shotld- be-deter -he&
-at a -few- key- locations._

In -- general,- ob-servation: should : lo-cated-= so, as'

to= ;provide =a= =-Coptirehenst_Ve- -pictUre- :of the loCal intrusitta
-situation:, along= = any -line: =of =control,- -bh. -the- -se_awardAside-,_

and on the landWard!=side. The =number :of- _-wells= --required_=can:

var=y =with, individual circumstances-; 'however,: the= fact _that
30- observation= wells =were-drilled for =each-= mile =of iteCharge,

-Line in- the ,WeEtt 'Coast 'Batsin-of -Lot- Angeles- -114dIlwein-, et

A-1- I910)_ -is_ _indicative that =a: =re-asonably-dense= netWor =may
be required.-

Ob_servation- =went, shoUld= -ibe= =meet:hared= for -ground: inter-

-and: =chloride-concentration; lor total -dissolvett`
solids); _at intervals= of -one -to- -two =months- =under =normal



circumstances. Electrical conductivity logs should be run

in selected wells on a -similar frequency.

Most obsirvation wells for the Los Angeles injection

barrier were cased with 4-inch PVC plastic pipe in a gravel:-

packed and grouted 14-inch diameter hole' (McIlwain, et

1970) . For .economic reasons multiple casings into as many

as three aquifers were placed in the same = -dril=l hole. This

required a 22-inch diaMeter drill -hole with=each = =of the

gravel-packed casings grouted between the aquifers- to

prevent communiciation.
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OPSTREPAM(ENCROACHNENT OF SEA WATER

ti

amASsopeof the Problem

Ettuies of large:rivers have since ancient times
offere convenient shelter for shipping and provided harbor
locations for commerce inland ` _and= overseas. Associated

structures and facilities remained of modest size until the
01.

relatiVely- re_cent _advent -Of -deep-draft. -vess_e1S- which= :have-

=nedesSitate-d: =eittensi.v_e- deepen-ins -of: -thannelS-,_ -and_ :hence

Interfeiende- -with_ the natural egui-slibrium--_betweentidal

curients- and= tresh:=_Water -floW. -The- -construCtiorv,of -canals-

in -cOmMtnidation- with = estuaries- =or the-,sea- -has= _also- -serve&

to conduct _Sea-- .w1ter -inland.- -Other inan-,made-changes:;in, the,

Upstream- -environment:: =contra of fresh water flow- I Or

water suppiy,__ =hydro,!power -an& floo&-controIc -and=

increased -consumptive -withdraWal- of :tiOth= :surface and =ground:

-waters -have :served': toi-decrease- -stream= =discharger-a-alter the,
=natitral time =sequence= of -hydrolcsical -events_ -andE :further
:disnipt the-=natural e_tfullibriiim--_Where the= -fresh= -water meets:

the- =sea-._
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This section briefly discustes the causal factors and

pollutant movement associated with upstream encroachment of

ea watenyand its environmental consequences. Thereafter,

,:ohtrol methods and monitoring procedures are pretented

together with selected references to sources for more

4,---iled information.

Encroachment in the United States

=,_

In the United States upstream !aigi-ation of sea water is

concentrated primarily on the East and Gulf Coasts but is

also :known on the West COast. Nearly all of = the coastel
, r

.
...

States between New Hampshire and Louisiana haVe had problems

of this typd. Strearirs of low -gradients which are

,character_istic of the gently sloping_ coastal plain= of this

area require only moderat; reductions in .flow for sea water

encroachment to take place. In recent years, during

extended dry periods sea water has migrated up the Delaware

River nearly as far as Philadelphia. Florida has had severe

sea= =water= encroachment problems caused by construction of

drainage-Cana-it- and= channe=ls; andi harbOr an-d° channel

=dredging= that-- inOreased- the= -salt _water -encroachment -problem-
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in the Patapsco River in .Maryland. These are but a few
representative examples of numerous incidences of sea water
encroachment along the East and Gulf Coasts.

Environmental consequences

Upstreani migration of the sea water wedge chang
salinity of aquatic environments and may -render fi-s and

wildlife habitats unsuitable for native populati Sea

water encilachment can contaminate °human= and= agricultural

water supplies necessitating costly treatment or relocation
of- intake points. Increased salinity in the upstream
environment results in increased corrosion and shorter life .

expectancy for engineering structures. Because of the high
SaXt content of itea-water,_ -ekfiltratiOn-_ -to- the -grotincImater

-from, the adVandinq =sea= water -wedge =Cam-contaminate. fresh=-ce
**--ground- water- supPlies _and= leave= them-urisuitable far = domestic-

purposes long_ after -the- -endroachinT -wedge -has-migrated: back
dowri- =stream-



Causal Factors and Pollutant Movement

Upstream migration of sea water is generally the result

of mants alteration of the hydraulic equilibrium that exists

between the fresh water and sea water regimes. The most

common caiises of sea water encroachment ih streams are

dredging of navigation channels, construction of sea level

canals, and reduction of stream flow.-

Fresh waiter and sea water, being of different

densities, when brought together'under stable conditions

tend not to coalesce but to form a distinct interface.

Normally, maximum tidal velocities are mubh, larger in the

estuary portions of rivers than the mean veloCities by which

fresh water flow reaches the.sea. The tidal velocities

oscillate the salt water wedge back and forth with tidal

stage and in doing so generate turbulent shear flows that

cause mixing at the salt water/fresh watr interface. If

the tidal shear flows are weak and unable to, overcome the

stabilizing effects of the density difference between the

sea water and the fresh water, a- stratified= condition =with a

very = thin = zone of mixing between the- fresh water and the\ sea

biter results. If the shear flow induced by tidal action is
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(
sufficiently strong to overcome the stabilizing effects
caused by the density difference between the two waters,
increased mixing results and sea water encroachment is no
longer characterized by a distinct interface but by a broad
zone of mixing.

The interaction of river flow and tidal currents
results in a net upstream bottom movement of sea water with
fresh water overriding this wedge in a seaward direction.
The position of the interface between the fresh water And
sea water is dependent on channel geometry, river discharge,
and high tide height. A change in any of these parameters
will cause the sal-t_Water /fresh= =water interface =to= migrate.

Reduction of stream flow or deepening of channels results in
landward migration of the sea water wedge while increased
.stream flow results in a seaward migration.

'Control _Methods-

=Methods for control of sea -water encroachment in
streams rely on maintaining adequate fresh- water flow or
-construct-ion Of =physical barriers to _prevent migrat=ion= -of

-the sea=- water landWarth- - Maintenance =of -fresh -water flow-4-
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1

generally can not-be achieved by any single, technique, but

requires basin wide management of withdrawal, recharge, and

storage_of both surface and ground waters.- Since most

"surface streams receive part of their flow from the ground

water reservoir during all or part of the yearn any

procedure that recharges the ground water system will also

aid in maintaining stream flow and in retarding sea water

encroachment. The primary eleme.nts of basin wide water

management that -aid in controlling sea water encroachment in

streams- include the following:_

Ground Water Recharge The ground water reservoir can be

thought of as the regulator of base stream flow.

Much of the water that falls on the land

percolates to the ground water reservoir and_ is

slowly and steadily discharged to surface- streams.

If the ground water reservoir is depleted throe

overdraft or impediment of natural recharge

paving of large areas and diversion of

precipitation to= storm sewers) wa;ter is not

available in the subsurface to maintain sufficient

stream flow tc prevent sea water encroachment

during dry periods. Much of the water that runs
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off, during storms can be diverted to the

subsurface by construction of recharge basins.

This technique is -,articularly amenable to highway
storm drainage and is thoroughly discussed in a
report by Weaver (1971). The recharge of high

quality waste waters such as cooling waters or
tertiary treated sewage bi the use of recharge
wells or sur=face= spreading also aids in

maintaining the subsurface water supply. These

techniques are discussed in the section on sea

water intrusion into coastal aquifers.

=surfacewaterArimunalunent-and- =Re lat-ed-_ _Release- Stream _flow-

=can_ =be- te-gulate-d- _and= =sea_ =water .en-crOa-chment

retarded by impounding excess surface waters

during periods of igh runoff and releasing: Utese

waters during periods of low streain flcw. The

economics of such projects and the large volumes

of water required generally preclude their
undertaking solely for sea water intrusion
control. This contingency, however, should be

incorporated 'in plans for impoundment structures

for flood control, irrigation, and recreation.
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Tide Gates and Locks Where channels with low gradients meet

the sea there is always a clanger of sea water
encroachment during periods of high tide and low

flow. The installaticn of tide gates for control
of such encroachment is discussed in the section

on sea water intrusion into coastal aquifers. Sea

water can also migrate upstream-through navigation.

locks in Shipping canals Wher water is taken into

the locks from the'seaward side and released on

the landward side. This type of sea water

encroachment can be reduced or eliminated by

controlled filling and emptying of the locks.
These techniques are discuss0 in- reports by
Blanchet and Quetin (1972) and Bogges (1970).

Monitoring Procedures

A monitoring program should be an integral part of any

program for control of sea water encroachment. Monitoring

should be sufficient to determine the location and geometry

of the salt water/fresh water interface =at any time and to
_relate ,movement -of the interface to_ the =causal faotOrs. In

general, -monitoring_ -points_ should -, =be located-on, the landWard-
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side of locks and tide gates and near the mouths of tidal

channels to give a longitudinal profile of salt
,

concentrations in the- upstream direction. The number of

monitoring points required will vary with local conditions

and extent of sea water encroachment. Monitoring points

should be measured for chloride levels (or total dissolved

solids)= at monthly intervals during normal conditions and

more frequently when sea water is actively encroaching.
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SALINE WATER IN INLAND AggptRs

Scoff -of the- Problem

Hydrologic data accumulated in recent years indicate
that large quantities of saline water exist under diverse
geologic and hydrologic environments in the United States. -
Most of the nation's largest inland sources of fresh groun
water are in close proximity to natural bodies of saline
ground water.

Saline- water is _an inherent-contitituent =of -marine

-der ive& :Sedimentaty- rocks= -WhiCh- tdrm-Some- -a ignifida_nt

=aquifers- =exploited- today. =Waters= With= =high- -natural =mineral
. _

= content -dan= ibe= -found-- -at reIatiVely---shallow-depthe: thrciughOut

large- Vortions- of -the- -United= -Statet. Tresh-water- -recharge-

has= =flushed= :Much_ -of 'the= -sallne- -water froMi-manY- _AO:lifers-

throughout _geoio-gic time,. Saline--water May- -remain= -at -depth-

-Or- =where -eXposure- to= fresh- _water- -recharge- bas- =not_ =occurred._

litinee =occur- in- almost all _are-as, =at the depths- explore& -and=

developed by the oil industry.
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According to the Task Committee -on -Salt -Water

Intrusion,. 1969,- saline water in inland aquifers may be

derived from one or more of the following sources:

L Sea water which eptered- aquifers during deposition

or during a hio stand of the sea in past- geollgic

time
.1

Salt in salt domes, thin be or -disseminated in

the geologic formations,

Slightly saline water concentrated evaporation

in playas or other enclosed areas,

'Return- flows froth- Irrigated= lan.dS,_

saline wasteS.

,Wheni -development -of _an-, aqUifer =by- -actS- of =Man= causes_

-saIine-water from-any -of thesezources to move into -the-

fresh..watet- -aquifer, 'salt ,wat4r intrusion_ results.-

-55
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Intrusion in the United States

Considerable information exists on the geographic

distribution of saline ground water (here defined as water
containing more that 1,000 mg/1 dissolved solids) (Feth,
1965; Feth, et al, 1965; Task Committee on Salt Water
Intrusion, 1969). These reports indicate that approximately
two-thirds of the conterminous United States is underlain in
part by saline ground water=.-

In= the Atlantic and Gulf = Coastal Plain and= in= =many

grotmd water basins on the Pacific coast, saline water

occurs because of sea water that was trapped in the
sediments during deposition (connate water) or that invaded
the sediments during previous high stands of the sea.

I

In the Midwest, bedrock aquifers generally 'contain

mineralized water at depths below about 122 meters.

Aquifers with saline waters of more than 1,000 mg/1

dissolved solids underlie fresh-water aquifers throughout

most of the Great Plains area from central Texas to Canada.

In the mountainous area from the Rocky Mountains to the
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Pacific Coast, saline water occurs at depth in many ground

water basins.

v o=J,Limeft al Contequenoes:

Intruded fresh -water aquifers typically are locally

affected-. BecaUse of -the relatively Slow movement of -ground=

=water,- =saIine-water intrusion -may-- =prodUce: :detrimental_

=effetti3-ori. ground= vater quality that could-persist for

Months= -under the JmOst_ laivorable-circumstances:,- =or many- years,

-or-decades- in= -other cases-.

-Salt =water intrusion- -can- result from-several_

-MechaiviSms_.- -One involves= -the- =upwSrd=-,mOvement -of --saline-

-water through= the -aquifer as: -a reSulzt tof -some =act -of -mari-oiv

the hydrologic regime, such as overpumping. Another occurs

by saline ,water moving vertically through wells into -a

fresh-water aquifer. Saline water intrusion also can occur

where construction of a waterway or channel involves removal

of materials which have acted as an impermeable blanket

between saline waters and fresh-water aquifers. Destruction
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of natural barriers may also permit saline water on the
surface to be carried past natural geologic barriers, such
as faults whiCh previously protected the fresh-water 1

aquifer.

Pumping of an aquifer underlain by saline water will

cause the ground- water level to be lowered which .in turn

can cause an upconing of the saline water into the qua.fer

and eventually the well itself. Figure 7 shows the sequence

of upconing to a pimping well in_an== unconfined aquifer.

Where saline and fresh-water aquifers are connected

hydraulically, dewatering operations, as for quarries,
roads, or excavations, may cause vertical migration of
saline water. similarly, the deepening or dredging of a
gaining, -stream -will cause= _a: loWering= _Of -the--,head7 -in= the=

t=

aquifer -near the istream. If -the-aquifer is hydraulically
=Connected- to-an= underlying= -saline -aquifer,- the- -lowering= -Of_

=head -wi=ll induce - upward = :movement of -Saline-water-4_ Figure= :8=

inu-strates- the _zone of :saline==water'-intrUsiOn-_ -produced= =when-.
-a -= water- table is- lowered =. =ThiS. indicates= that -encrOachnient

of Saline= water Can- =be -a_ =potential :problem i_Where- -flood=

con=trol or other -projects modify stream stages.



Extensive pollution of fresh water aquifers has been

caused- by vertical leakage of saline water through inactive

or abandonea wells'or test holes. A well is an avenue of

nearly infinite vertical permeability through which saline

water may move. Furrp)ng from fresh-water aquifers may lower

water tables below tLe piezometric surfaces of lower saline

water zones. Elamples of saline water moving Upward into a

ftesh,water aqUir-fer through various- types -sof -wells _are-

sketched in Figure 9.

e 519-
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Figure 7 Schematic diagram of upconing of
underlying saline water to a pumpingwell.
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=Figure =8 =Diagram= showing = upward migration of
-sa-line-water ,caused_Eby lowering= Of vater
leVels in a gaining; -stream t-sch_e,
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Figure 9 /Diagram showing= interformational\ leakage -.

by vertical movement of water through
wells where the piezometric surface lies
above the water table (after Deutsch,
1963).

Indicative of all of the above mechanisms is: the
intrusion situation in Southern Alameda County, California,
shown in Figure 10. =Here a combination of four causal

factors -- natural and man-made has lead to intrusion in=

two distinct aquifers. Although the intruding water shown

the is sea water, the mechanisms apply equally to any
saline water source.
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Figure 10 Illustrative sketch showing four
mechanisms- producing saline water
intrusion in 6outhern Alameda County,
California (after California Department
of Water Resources, 1960) .
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Pollutant Movement

When an aquifer contains an underlying layer of saline
water and is pumped by a --well penetrating only the upper

fresh water portion, a local rise of the interface below the
well occurs. With continued pumping this upconing rises to

successively higher le,als until eventually it may reach the
well. When pumping is stoppeid', the denser saline water
t-mas to subside to its original position.

The factors ,governing upcOning include the pumping rate
of the well, the distance between the well and the saline
water, the duration of pumping, the permeability of the
aquifer, and the density difference between the fresh d

saline waters.

Upconing is a complex phenomenon. Quantitative
criteria have been formulated for the design and operation
of wells for skimming fresh water from above saline =water

(Schrnorak and Mercado, 1969). From a water-supply

standpoint it is import -ant to dete/Intn4 the optimum

location, depth, spacing, pumping rate, arid pumping- sequence

to maximize = production= of fresh gr d =water while

minimizing the undermixing of fresh and saline waters.
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The movement of saline -water within wells is in the
direction of the hydraulic gradient. Thd flow can occur

either upward or downward, depending upon the direction of

the head differential. Also, head differences may result
from natural geologic causes or from e ects of pumping.

Typically, a well pumping from a fresh -water zone reduces

.he head there to a value lower than that of other zones.
Ifthe non-pumped zones contain saline water and are

connected hydraulically to the well,= intrusion into the
fresh-water zone/will result.

Control Methods

A variety of methods are available to control saline
water intrusion in aquifers. The selection of a particular
method will depend on the local circumstances responsible

for the intrusion. Alternative control methods are briefly
described in the following subsections.

-Rednted= PumOing Where-- pumping of freshwater aquifer
=pro-dudes_ upconing -of saline --water,- n_-effectiVe- control

:method- is- to= reduce -- pumping. This may take- -the- -form =of

actual termination of pumping, of reduction- in- the

pumping= -rate from: indiViduai VellS-, or -of -the-

:65- _
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decentralization of wells. The more pumpage is

reduced, the greater the tendency for the saline wdter
interface to subside and to form a horizontal surface.

Illustrative of the consequences of pumping rate are
data shown in Figure 11 from the Honolulu aquifer.

Here underlying saline water (actually sea water)- in a

nearby observation well moves upward and dosalward in

ac-Cordance with the pumping rate of a well.

Increased Ground Water Levels= In "Situations where

surface construction excavations have lowered ground

water levels and caused underlying saline ground ,water

to rise (see Figure 8) , any action= which raises the

ground ==water level will be effective in suppressing

intrusion. Artificial recharge of an unconfined
aquifer, for example, would have a beneficial effect.
Similarly, _ra=ising- surface water levels, as by

gulreating, -stream-stages ,or :by- -releasing, water into:

*=surfade excavations -,_ =wi=ll_-cause- a= corresponding= upward=

adjustment in. the advent- water- table.
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pr,Qtictl &re Pumping Because saline water moves into a

fresh water aquifer under the influence of a pressure

gradient, an effective control method it =to reduce the

pressure in the saline water zone. This can be

accomplished- by drilling and pumping a well perforated

only in the saline water portion of the aquifer.

Although the -water pumped is saline and may present a

disposal problem, this method= does permit the continued

utilization of the underground fresh water resources
- without increasing intrusion. The method was

successfully applied to counteract a growing intrusion

probleM in Brunswick, Georgia (Gregg, 1971).
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Figure 11 Monthly variations of total draft
chloride content in a nearby observation
well, Honolulu aquifer (after Todd= =and
Meyer, 1971).



Sealing Wells To minimize the vertical movement of saline'

water in abandoned wells and test holes, they 'should be

completely sealed by backfilling with an impermeable
material. Dumping of loose soil into a well seldom

provides an effective guarantee of impermeability,
particularly in a deep well: One method is to pump a

cement slurry into the well, filling from the bottom
upward. The material will then create a- voidfree
column =- having = =a lower permeability than that of the

surrounding formations.

Well- Construction To-contro-i th-e_moVentent -of --Sa=line- =water

within active=- -wel=ls that are:either -pumping:=ok -retting-

-reguires careful well construction. =During: the=

-drillingf Of a- well, =one -or Incir-e. zones= =of saline- -water_

-may --be- encountered. = When -the -full depth of the-well

has been reached,_ those- --formatioris- expected: to be

idevelopedi for fresh-water -productiOn- are -selected.

Terforation-s_ should= :be _pladed -only opposite- the fresh,-

-water zones. :Unperforated casing= = should be -placed=

-opposite saline water strata, _with_ the annulus-ontSide-
,..--

=of the casing: carefully -sealed, -to isolate Sazline- zones-

from the fresh -water zone; tietailS .of
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construction are available in.standard references
(dampbell and Lehr, 1973; Gibson and Singer, 1971;

Todd, 1959) .

Monitoring Procedures

When fresh-water aquifers need to- be protected against

vertical intrusion, a monitoring network- to verify the

e-ctiven-e-s-s= -of the- --control method- should` installed=. In

general, the network will consist of observation= wells

perforated within the fresh-water zone and sampled regularly

for total dissolved solids or electrical conductivity. The

monitoring wells should be in- the deepest portions of the

fresh-water zone so as to reveal. the first evidence of
intrusion, and spaced close enough -to =pumping ==wells that

tipconing will be detected. Periodic checks should also be

made to ascertain that any newly abohdoned wells or test

holes are properly sealed and _long= abandoned wells that are
identified through records search or other means should be

located( and plugged. Regular measurements of pumping rates

and ground water lev'el fluctuations, both natural and
rtifically produced, will help to recognize causal factors

responsible for actual or incipient intrusion problems.
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INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS

The Feslera Water Pollution Control Act As ,Amended

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act as Amended

recognizes, as a policy of the Congress, the primary
responsibility of the States to prevent, reduce, -and
eliminate water pollution. The Adminisitrator of EPA is

diredteds to- deVelop-cOmprehensive =programs= -for water

-polltti_onz =control inn-cooperation- with -State -and= lOcaI

agencies- and hi-wit other - Federal agencies-. Thus-, the- laws

-and= institutiohs.-relatihT to =water_,- and their ,adequacy , -are-

'cif tepid= importance._ In -most =StateS, the fundtions of

administration = -of =water rights =- and= -of -water -pollutiOn-

control are the rftsponsibility of different state agencies.

water Rights

Any attempt to control an activity involving the
diverston and use of surface or ground waters, in- order to

`prevent water %llution, will probably involve vested water

rights= and= usually will be in conflict with these water

rights. For many streams, ground ,water basins, and aquifers
0
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throughout the United_ States, rights to the full yield have

long since been vested, either through ac'tual diversion and

use, or tecause of the riparian status of lands or owner zip

of overlying lands, even though no use of .water is being or

has been made.

A

There is litt-Ie question that the Federal Government

has the constitutional power to control the use of most =of

the surface waters of the United States. =Under the

reservation doctrine, confirmed, by the United States Supreme=

Court in Ariz6na vs California, 373 US 546- (1963) , =the

Federal GoVernment =can control-and-use, the -waters-

Originating-on ot flOWinC--across-reserVed-or -withdrawn=

public lands- A large- proportion- of the natural runaft of

the;_westerm states originates- on -such lands, under the

jurisdiction of the US Forest Service, National' Park

Service, and other Federal agencies. The federal powe. to

control navigable waters has long been established and

confirmed -by a series of US Supreme Courtdecisions. The .

Court definitions of what constitutes navigable wateri are

broad enough to encompass nearly all surface streams of any

significant magnitude and their tributaries (United States'

vs Grand Ri=ver Dam Aulthority, 363 US= 2,29, 1960) .
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The Federal Government has never elected to assert

these constitutional powers over surface waters in a general

manner except mith respect to Control of pollutionesulting

from disposal of wastes. .Rather, the congress has

repeatedly stated that the states shall control the use of

intrastate waters. Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902

(32 Stat. 388, 1902) explicitly provides that the Secretary

of the Interior shall obtain water rights for reclamation

pro jects- in\ accordance with- state water ie. The same

provision or\ one expressing the srile inptent has been

included in acts amendatory of and supplementary to the

original Reclamation Act, and in numerous other enactments

concerning water resources, including the Flood Control Act

of 1-944 -(-58- Stat. =887:, 19414 .

I further support of this apparently consistent

Congressional intent, it is significant that there are no

federal statutes governing r allocation of water

resources, surface or ground, or the administration of water

rights. Although periodically bills are introduced= in

Congress for those purposes, they have never passed beyond

the committee stage. Up to 1973 therefore, responsibility

for the all ocation of water resources gnd the grapting and
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it

administration of rights to intrastate waters has been left
to- the states. Interstate compacts have been executed for
many of the more significant interstate ptreams systems.

Some of these (the Delaware River Basin Compact, for

example) encompass the associated interstate aquifers. To

date, federal per over grcand water resources hash been
asserted only in specific instances involving water supplies
-for 'fed-eral installatins --(State -of -NeVada_ vs-United- -States-,_

165 F. Supp. 600, 1958) . Indian water rights, now almost
entirely lunquarttif led, and apparently definable only by

-

individual potions brought before the US Supreme Court, ard
becoming highly con:zroversial and becloud the entire water\

rights situation over much of the United States. For

surface _waters,- the -riparian_ -doctrine of water rights is

f011Owed: in- several of -the =eastern,. -southern-, and midWestern-

statesl- Only Florida, Indiana_, -Minnesota-,_ Miss ssippi

-New Jersey,_ an-d: Wisconsin_ -have -strOng- -statutes governing_ the

diversion and: -use -of such waters-. In other- states,- the-

apprOpriation_ d-oictrine i-s foilOwed-', and- the right -to =divert

and= use sur= face -water must/be acqUired- in- accordance-with-

state laws: -Most of these state laws_ are based- on- the

objedtive of maximizing the edonomid beneficial uses tor

-munidipal, and- industrial -water supply:, irrigation,_ :power



production, and the like. With but fey, exceptions (eg,

California) state water rights laws do not provide

adequately for water quality control and in-stream uses

such as for fish and wildlife resources. Generally, the

hydrologic and hydraulic interrelationships of surface

waters and ground waters are not recognized in state water

laws.

Some st-Ites (Colcrrado, Florida, Indiana, Ioaa,

Minnesota Nevada , New- -Jersey7--New Meg -and-Ut-ah) have

statutes governing the extraction and use. of ground water.

The State Water Resources C ltrol Board of California has

only the power to initiate an adjudicatory action in th(4

courts; imposition of a physical solution depends upon a

finding that such action is necessary to prevent dest ation

of or irreparable damage to the quality of ground waters

(sec. 2100 et seq, Water Code). Most ground water laws have

been laid down- by the courts and vary widely -from= state to

state. In California, for, example,= =he courts follow the

correlative doctrine,' whereas in Texas, the courts have

consistently followed the doctrine of absolute ownership or

the rule of capture (City =of Corpus Christi vs City of

Pleasanton, et al, 154 Tex. 289, X76 S.W. 2* 798, 1955).
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Under the later doctrine, it is impossible to control the

extraction and use of ground water in any significant way,

although certain limited powers to control well spacing,

thus affecting extraction rates, are- granted to underground

water conservation districts formed in a- few areas of the

sta-t-e tChap. 52, TexaS Water Code) .

-
Present state statutes and case law concerning the

-rights_ -to- the -use Of -water _are -completely= Inadequate -to-

octintrol the pollution -of round-water that -Might- result from'

the diversion and use of -either surface or ground water.

St -ate laws heed to- be revised- and broadened:, as _has- been,

recommended= -by the Nation-aI Water Commission- ,(1972-ri.,

Ground- Water Basin Management

Concept

The concept of Managing a ground water basin is

analogous- to the operation of a surface- water reservoi By

regulating the releases of water ftom a darn, the reservoir

can be made to serve variolis beneficial,Lirposes, and with

planning the benefits can be optimized.' In general, the

benefits depend not on maintaining the reservoir full- or
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empty at all time =but rather on varying the water level to
4

meet predetermined oupply and demand criteria.

Ground water basins are increasingly being recognized

as important resottzces for water storage and distribution.

Grounarwater reservoirs have numerous advantages over

surface reservoirs: Initial. costs for storage -are-

`essentially zero,- siltation is not a problem, eutrophication

not a = problem,= water temperatures and mineral quality are

relatively uniform, evaporation losses are negligible,

turbidity is generally insignificant, no land surface area

is required, and= useful lives are =often {definite.

The objective of ground water basin management is

generally to provide an optimal continuing supply of ground

water of satisfactory quality at minimum cost. To reach

this olDjective requires comprehensive geologic ancy

hydrologic investigations ,- development of a= =model to

simulate the aquifers, economic analyses of alternative

operational schemes, and finally, based on this management

study, regulation of the basin. In most cases conjunctive

use of, surface water and ground water systems is considered
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in seeking a maximum water supply at minimum cost (Todd,

1_959)-

Procedure

The management study leading to a basin operation

consists of the components listed below. These are arranged

to indicate the usual sequential order employed.

Geologic Phase

Data collection and water level maps.
Storage capacity and change; transmission

characteristicb
Water quality analysis

HydrolOgic Phase

Data corlection
Base period determination
Water demand
Water supply and consumptive use
Hydrologic balance

Mathematical Model

Programming and parameter development
Validation

Operation-Economi6 Phase

Future water' demand and deep-percolation
criteria

Analysis of cost of facilities
Cost-of-water study
Plans of operation
Cost comparision of Flans

Preparation of Report
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Physically, the management of a basin involves

regulating-the patterns and schedules of recharge and

extractions of water. This would include specifying the

number and location of wells together with their pumping

rates and annual limitations on total extractions. The-

upper and lower ground water levels would -be defined. Water

quality objectives would be set, and sources and causes of

pollution carefully controlled: The artificial recharge of

storm flows, imported water, or reclaimed water could be

involved. In some .!.nstances, measures to limit sea water

intrusion and land subsidence would be included.

Because of the dynamic nature of gkound water re-ource

systems, a continuing data collect-ion program is essential.

Managemont parameters and cri-teria must be re- evaluated -at

intervals of five to ten years.

Det-ailed -management -studies for -several -basins in-

California have -been- undertaken (Calif. -Dept. -of -Water

Resources, 1968):.



sources of Basin Pollution

Within a ground water basin the potential sources of

pollution may include all of the possibilities previously

described as well as many others. 4A pollution source unique

to basin man7gement may be artificial recharge of ground

water. In order to increase the available ground water

supply, a- basin may be heavily pumped so .&s to lower growl&

water levels. Thereafter, water --can= be artificially and

naturally recharged to fill the available underground

storage- space. 'Rechar-ging= is =usually accomplished by-

surface spreading in which water is released for

infiltration into the ground from basins, ditches,

streambeds, or irrigated lands (Muckel, 1959). Water can

also be recharged into confined aquifers through injection

ells. If the quality of the recharged water is inferior =to=

that of the existing ground water, pollution will result.

An exdellent illustration is the situation in Orange

County, California (Moreland and Singer, 1969). To

compensate for extensive overdraft of the ground water basin

during the 19401s, large quantities- of imported Colorado

River water were subsequently recharged underground along

the Santa Ana River channel. Because of the high salt
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content of the imported water, the salintiy of a substantial

portion of Orange County's ground water has been

significantly, increased.

On a long-range basis, maintenance of salt balance in a

basin, i.e., prevention of accumulation of salts, must be

achieved. is the most difficult quality-maintenance

problem.

Control Methods

Proper management o_ a ground water basin requires an

appropriate institutional structure embri,.4ing the basin to

insure that the water quality is not adversely affected.

Ctmtrol methods could inc =lude the following:

Maintaining ground water levels below some shallow,

dppth so as- to= minimize the opportunity for pollution

from surface sources.

t'.aintain-ing- ground-water levels above some greater

depth -in order to avoid -- upward= movement -of -more- _saline-

and- Warmer water int-o the- aquifer._

ro-
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Regulating the quality of 'water artificially recharged

to the aquifers. Storm runoff collected in upstream

reservoirs and then released into spreading areas is

usually of higher quality than ground water, but

imported and reclaimed water may not be.

Preventing sea water intrusion and the. inflow of -poor-

quality natural waters fkom adjacent surface and

subsurface sources. Poor-quality water from

undergr4nd sources can usually be ekcluded by lines of

pumping or recharge wells, while surface waters can be

intercepted by drainage ditches and diverted from the

basin.

Regulating the drilling, completion,- and= =operation of

all types of Vella-.

Regulating- land use over the basin to prevent the

de.velopment of sources- of ground water pollution.

Reducing -salt lOada-lby -exporting- safirie- -ground. Jaaters,_

wastewaters, or brines from desalted water supplies.



Monitoring the quality of ground water throughout the

Pcqlution sourcesbasin to identify and to locate any

and to verify corrective measures.

Legal and Institutional Requirements

Ground water management is not explicitly !nentioned in

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as Amended, but is

essential if the maximum overall benefit is to be derived

from development and use of the Underground re/sources, ighile

at the same time protecting and maintaining grOund water

quality. The =many interrelated sources= and= causes_ of ground

yater pollution and the inherent complexity of ground water

/resource systems make it mandatory that the nro4em of

pollution control be approached on a nsystems bsis through

management, if =control is to be ef fective.

Ground water management may be defined as the

development and utilization of the underground resiources

(water, storage capacity and transmission capacity) ,

frequently in- conjunction= =with surface resources in a

rational and honefully optimal manner, to achieve defined and

accepted water resource develcpment objectives. Quality as

well as quantity must be considered. The surface Water



resources involved may include, imported and reclaimed water
Is well as tributary streams.

Generally, _management can= be most effectively

accomplished at the local or regional governmental level,

operating within a framework of powers and duties/

established by state statutes. A few such to c /1 management

agencies with adequate -powers have been for ed andare
operating; an example is the Orange Coun y Water District,
California' (Orange County Water Distrikt Act, as amended).

/Except for California, there dre few, if any, state
statutes under which effective management agencies can-be

established and operated. Current statutes abd case law
concerning-water rights impede, and in some cases block,
effective management. Principal weaknesses. in the present
legal and institutional posture,' at the state level with
regarcl to- dOntrol -of -ground= vater ,pollution fromsources and

=causes- other- than- -Waste- disposal =stem from- these-= basic-

points -:-

-^ost states, private ownership of ground water
attaches through ownership of. the land purface, and the
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states have not enunciated or implemented jurisdiction

in terms of allocation or administration of the

resource.

State law and court decisions have geLerally deN,alt with

surfac-,.. and ground water as separable resources.

Most state statutes and court dedisions do not

recognize that pollution of both ground and surface

water may result from the effects of activities not

necessarily involving waste generation and disposal.;

pollution has been narrowly defined.

When these three weaknesses are considered in their

otal ramifications, it is evident that grOund =water

pollution control is possible only within the context of

comprehensive management program fOr optimal allocation,

conservation, protection, and use of the water = together =with

related land resources available within a region.

The lecral and institutional factors that must be

considered in a ground water pollution control program are,-

-- as a rmnsequence, largely dici-thed by- the requirements of a



manageMent structure. Effective management of ground and

surface waters as interrelated and interdependent resources

is undertaken as a means of achieving regional, social,

environmental, and economic goals. ImplementAtion of such

management requires that these goals be articulated; that

management tools required to allocate the total water

resource equitably among-purposes, to abate and prevent

pollution, and to equitably allocate the cost involved; be

id6ntified; and that government actions required for

management be initiated and carried forward.

The Objectives sought by managing.ground and surface

water resources on erconjunctive systemsn basis are-not the

same from area =to area. Objectives that miaht be important

in one area, such as extending the life of the ground water

aquifer, protecting spring flows, or controlling subsidence,

might have little\relevance = elsewhere.= Many alternative

institutional structures could be considered for the

management vehicle. But the extremely diverse hydrologic,

geologic, economic, legal, political, nd social conditions

affecting the occurrence, protection, and use of ground and

surface waters in the United States suggest that- no single



structure would be universally applicable nor politically

acceptable.

While management entities might not have the same

organizational strUcture everywhere, certain geographic

characteristics, fundamental resource infmation, and

certain basic management powers and duties are commonly

required. Delineation of the geographic area to-be

encompassed by a workable management entity must include

consideration of areas having definable hydrologic

boundaries. Furthermore, to =the extent possible, the area

should have social and economic identity or common interests

and be generally contiguous with existing- political

subdiVisions.

Data and analysis are =needed= _re_garding= a- range= of

hydrologic, geologic, physical, environmental, social, and

economic factors that will largely determine the processes

through which management objectives are attained. Through

development of new analytical techniques by which the

performance of a ground water basin under various conditions

can be simulated or modelled mathematically, computerized'_

management tools have become available. Depending upon
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their intended use, these models require adequate data (in

appropriate formats and on a timely basis)- such as the

following:

stream flow - normal and flood; water quality; waste

discharges - quantity and quality; silt loads;

precipitation; evaporation; storm and drought

frequency, duration, and intensity; -water supply

facilities and costs; waste treatment processes and

costs.

Water uses; water rights; projected uses; return f

quantity and quality; projected economic,

demographic, and social trends; relationship between

the factors affecting water quality such as source of

pollutants, water development, water quality criteria

and objectives.

Available energy sources, facilities, and costs;

wildlife and fishery resources; recreational facilities

and uses; historic, esthetic, and scenic areas; unique

aquatic, zoologic, or biologic habitats.
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Areas; sources, rate and cuality cf ground water

recharge; surface and ground water inflow-outflow

relationships; volume of aquifer storage capacity;

aquifer transmissibility, specific cajoacity, and

boundaries; -volume of surface -water -storage;_ seasonal

relationships of water demand and water in storage_;_

--relationships- -of surface -and= =ground= -water- use and

quantity am:I-quality- =a -return-_ flows_.

social Problems and Goals

Assuming that adequate programs are conducted to gather

and make information available to a viable = management

entity, that entity must be vested with powers and authority

to fully exercise a complex management/function. Among

these powers end duties must be the following as recommended

by the National water Commission (1972).

ffState laws should recognize and take account of =the
substantial interrelation of stizf ace water and ground
waters. Rights in both sources -of - supply= should be
integrated, and ' =uses= should be = administered and managed
conjunctively. There should not be separate
codifications of surface water la_w -and= ground-water
law;= the law of waters should be a single, integrated
body of jurisprudence.

Where surface and ground water supplies are
interrelated and where it is hydrologically indicated,
maximum use of the combined resource should be
accomplished by laws -and= = regulations authorizing or
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uiring users- to- -substittte one source of supply for
-..he other.

The Commission -recommends_ that states in which__-grotin&
water is ,an impottant source of supply immediately
commence- conjunctive _management of surface- water__

imported- water)- an&ground-water, whether or
fiat interrelated,- throughz-public.-management -agencies.

-The- States should immediately _adopt legislation
authorizin_g_ the establishment of -water management
agencies- -with powers to _manage -surfade water and ground-
water supplies_ conjunctiveln to issue bonds arid-
=collect pump-taxes =- and-- diversion -- charges; - =to- -buy- =and

-Sell -water _an&twater -rights_ and -real ;property- =necessary
for tedharge -; =_=t -storestore_-_ aquifers-,_
=dreate- -salt water =:barrierS_ and redlairiu,Or treat =water;:
to; _extract -water:;= to- =Sue- in= Its= -Own- shame-and; -as=
represeritatiVe-sof its = members for the protection- of 'the
aqUifer _from= -daMage, and to be -sued_= for =dentageS==daused=
by- its= =operations:, such at enrfade- subsidence.

The- states= should =adopt laws- _and= regtilatioriS: to-;protect
grolind-- =water_ _aquifers= from; -in-jury-an& -should= -authorize;
enforcement =both- -by indiVidual property -owners-who= _are=
-damaged= and by public offidials_ :and-mana-gment =districts-
=dharged; With responsibility-Of =managing;=aqUifer8.=:

Implementation of the National Water Commission's

recommendations would go far toward equipping a management

entity to control ground water pollution. There are many

other questions, however, largely unanswered in present

statutes and court decisions,= that will require very careful
analysis.
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